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Contrast/Images:

Proud journeying    X Colorless retreat 

Professional life      X Personal life

Words take wing     X braves the sleet  

Bright brass rail     X a gray meek hat

High colored word  X timid eye



“One’s real life is often the life 

one does not lead”

The professional life of everyone 

is essentially different from the 

private life.

OCTAVE



. 

TAJ MAHAL



KASHMIR’S VALE



SEVILLA



It is as though her words take wings and 

can fly beyond the horizon to any part of 

the globe that she wishes. 

FIESOLE    SPRING SEASON



FIORDS  June – Best Month To Visit



MINSTREL OF 

THE GREAT 

OUT TRAIL.



SESTET PART         MEEK HAT



Braves the Sleet   



She withdraws into the quiet, grey 

house. (Sequestered colourless

retreat)



One Mark Questions:

1) Where does the lady sit in the 
travel bureau, all day in 

„The Travel Bureau‟?  

- Behind a bright brass rail.

2) What does the lady plan sitting

behind a bright brass rail?

- Proud journeyings.



4. How does the lady bring far 

places near in „The Travel 

Bureau‟?

- With her colorful words / with 

her clear description.

5. Name one of the foreign tourist 

places mentioned in the poem.

- Sevilla/Fiesole.



6. Which is the best season to 
visit Sevilla /Fiesole?  

- Spring

7. Which is the best month to 
visit Fiords according to the 
woman in The Travel Bureau?

- June



14. The woman in the „Travel Bureau‟ 

keeps her maps away at ______ 

- Half past five.

15.  Where will the lady in „The Travel 

Bureau‟ always stay?

- Sequestered colourless retreat  



Four Marks Questions/Six Marks 
Questions:

1) Discuss how the life 
“behind a bright brass rail” 
is quite different from the 
life after the day‟s work for 
the woman in „The Travel 
Bureau‟.



Paragraph Answer :

„The Travel Bureau‟ is a 

Petrarchan sonnet by Ruth

Comfort Mitchell. This sonnet

has two parts -

Octave (eight lines)

and Sestet (six lines).



Ruth Comfort Mitchell has 

employed the tool of 

contrast very effectively 

to contrast the public 

image of a woman 

against the private self. 



In this poem, the speaker

presents two different

images of the lady and

proves that “One’s real life

is often the life one does

not lead” as stated by   

Oscar Wilde.



She sits behind bright brass

rail and plans proud

journeyings. She relates in

high colored words the places

like “The Taj Mahal”, “Kashmir‟s 

Vale”, and the spanish, Italian

Tourist centres like Sevilla, 

Fiesole respectively. 



She is the minstrel of the 
great out trail. In the sestet 
part, she seems to have 
the defeatist strain. 
Phrases like „meek hat‟, 
„timid eye‟ mark the 
absence of confidence. 



She withdraws into the 

quiet, grey house. Like 

this the sestet reaches a 

crescendo to show and 

conclude the colourless

life of the same woman. 



COLLOCATIONS

Collocations are words that go 
together. There are no specific 
rules for this. But it is the way 
the native speakers use them.

Let us look at some of the 
important Collocations.



1. Tell a story / say a story

2. Beautiful girl / beautiful boy

3. Pose a danger / pose a 

burden  

4. Implement the policy /

implement the solution

5. Powerful coffee / strong coffee

6. Great detail / Big detail



7.  Seriously ill / terribly ill 

8.  Commit a mistake /

cause a mistake

9.  Juicy novel /

Delicious novel

10.  Big ocean / vast ocean

11.  Watch a movie /

See a movie

12.  Raise a family / lift a family



13. Lengthy car / Lengthy meeting

14. A Well-done task /

a well done work

15. Thick wall / stout wall

16. Orthodox family /

conventional family

17. Long queue / Lengthy queue

18. A blank cheque /

an empty cheque



Answers:

1. Tell a story

2. Beautiful girl

3. Pose a danger

4. Implement the 
policy

5. Strong coffee

6. Great detail



7. Seriously ill

8. Commit a mistake

9. Juicy novel

10. Vast ocean

11. Watch a movie

12. Raise a family

13. Lengthy meeting



14. A Well-done task

15. Thick wall

16. Orthodox family

17. Long queue

18. A blank cheque



WORD PAIRS

You have to match the 
words from Column A
with those in Column B 
to form the correct word 
pairs.



For Example: 

Fast

Short                    Long

Slow        and Sweet

Steady 

The correct answer is Short 

and Sweet, Slow and Steady.



1. First and foremost

2. Pain and pleasure

3. Ups and downs

4. Now and then, 

Now or Never

5. Watch and ward



6. Nook and corner

7. Here and there

8. Heart and soul

9. Bread and butter

10. Hide and seek



12. Hook or crook

13. Hue and cry

14. On and off

15. Law and order

16. Day and night



YOU


